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Thanks for picking up the third edition of the ICANNWiki Quickie, an indispensable guide to ICANN57 in Hyderabad,
India. Like ICANNWiki, this guide was built from the bottom-up. For instance, insteading of adding to the abundance of
literature available on the IANA Transition, we decided to reach out directly to different stakeholders across the globe to
get their thoughts on the transition. That is just one great example of how we approach the Quickie--we share what we
know, learn from each other and move forward as one toward a meaningful and productive meeting.

Ever since ICANN55 in Marrakech, ICANNWiki has been
visually representing data sets with our exciting new
infographics. Our latest batch analyzes global internet
connectivity trends, and includes a subtle focus on India.

Inside you’ll find an explanation of the many acronyms found in ICANN, primers of relevant topics, a new guide to visual
editing on the wiki, fantastic infographics and much more!

ABOUT ICANNWIKI
ICANNWiki is a grassroots, community effort to create and curate
articles describing the people, organizations, terms and topics within the
ICANN community. We actively seek worldwide collaboration to increase
understanding of how policy is created for the continued development of
the Internet, a tool which we all use everyday. In particular we cover the
Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) and related
multistakeholder policy and management bodies.
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IANA

IANA Transition: A Milestone
Worth Celebrating

TRANSITION

B R O U G H T T O YO U BY T H E
M U L T I S TA K E H O L D E R C O M M U N I T Y

By Donna Austin
Policy and Industry Affairs Manager, Neustar
The announcement1 that the transition of IANA functions to ICANN would
indeed go ahead as planned resulted in a virtual round of congratulatory
messages along with an almost audible collective sigh of relief from the
global Internet community.

There is an abundance of amazing content available surrounding the IANA Transition, and
rightfully so. It has been a primary focal point of the community for the past two years. It was
great to see the community taking the initiative to educate the world about the importance of
the transition, especially when things became increasingly contentious.
In the ICANNWiki Quickie, we’ve decided to take a different approach. We wanted to focus on
people from the global community who will benefit from transition, and let them tell the story.

The IANA Transition was a long time coming - and it represents
a major milestone as important or perhaps more important
than the creation of ICANN in the first place. ICANN was
created in part in response to a US White House initiative to
institutionalize what had been a practice under US Government
research support from the National Science Foundation
and, before that, the US Department of Defense. The multistakeholder model was clearly visible in the “White Paper” issued
by Ira Magaziner in the White House inviting the creation
of an entity to perform the “IANA Functions” in the private
sector. While the process of creating ICANN and adapting it to
experience was not always smooth, the multi-stakeholder model
was always central to the concept. With the ending of the NTIA/
ICANN contract for the IANA functions, ICANN has “grown
up” to fulfill its responsibilities as an adult. Ironically, this has
happened as the organization turns 18 years old.

VINT
CERF

The IANA transition event
means nothing: it’s what we
now do with it that counts.
History is replete with
independence movements
that culminated in disarray.
To succeed, hard-won
independence must be
followed with responsible and
disciplined actions. Actions
that reflect the very values
that fueled the independence
movement in the first place.

The last day of October 2016 marked a date which the Global South watched with great
expectation. I was in LACNIC 26/LACNOG 16 for my first time. One of the greatest events
of internet governance in the region, further energized by the announcement of this date:
the official date when the IANA contract with the US government ended. This was the
moment when ICANN became in control of the “Internet’s address book”.

Throughout this long and
difficult process, the ICANN
community showed its
resilience and unequivocal
readiness to take charge of its
new weighty responsibilities.
I have no doubt that our
community will rise to the
challenge of implementing
the operational and
accountability frameworks
we all designed together. The
eyes of the broader global
community are monitoring our
progress: failure will impact
much more than the ICANN
community, strengthening
those who believe in top-down
governance for the digital
space and beyond.

Up until the last minute of confirmation of the transition, LACNIC joined over 200 people
in a hotel auditorium in Costa Rica. At this yearly meeting, technical and economical
themes about the internet market are discussed. But that week, something seemed very
different. The IANA transition was in everyone’s mind. The new team for IANA ended
the day with a round of applause and celebration. The internet belongs to all and the
excitement to have this guaranteed was in everyone’s mind. So next steps do predict a lot
of work but collaborative work, as our collective richness of knowledge online should have.

Watching ICANN soar to
the necessary heights of
responsibility, accountability,
and inclusivity will mean the
most to me and to everyone
who longs to see transnational
governance working.

R E NATA A Q U I N O R I B E I R O
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FA D I
CHEHADÉ

Since March 2014 the ICANN community, Board and the organization, has
been consumed by activities associated with the transition. Countless parties
from around the world have worked tirelessly to establish the necessary
processes, bodies and measures required to ensure this transition could take
place.
As Lawrence Strickling explained in his testimony2 to the Senate hearing
on Protecting Internet Freedom, reaching this milestone involved “more
than 26,000 working hours” developing the IANA Stewardship Transition
Proposal, “more than 33,000 messages on mailing lists” and “more than
600 meetings and calls”. The sheer magnitude of these numbers alone
indicate the significance of this event and this work cannot go without
congratulations and thanks.
On a personal note, I am grateful to have been a part Cross Community
Working Group on IANA Transition, representing the Registry Stakeholder
Group, that was responsible for developing the IANA
Transition Proposal; and equally grateful that after
more than two years of hard work our product was
considered acceptable by the US Government. My
colleague, Becky Burr, was also closely involved
in the CCWG on Accountability, whose work was
an integral component of the path to transition.
I extend my congratulations to all those in the
global Internet community who have helped
reach this significant milestone. This is just the
beginning of an equally challenging and exciting
task ahead, but it is certainly an achievement
of which our entire community should be proud
and testament to the multistakeholder model
upon which ICANN was founded.

We would like to thank Neustar
for their support in making the
ICANNWiki Quickie possible.

FOOTNOTES
1

Stewardship of IANA Functions Transitions to Global Internet Community as Contract
with U.S. Government Ends - https://www.icann.org/news/announcement-2016-10-01-en

2

Testimony of Assistant Secretary Strickling on Protecting Internet Freedom: Implications
of Ending U.S. Oversight of the Internet - https://www.ntia.doc.gov/speechtestimony/
2016/testimony-assistant-secretary-strickling-protecting-internet-freedom
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REBECCA
R YA K I T I M B O
IANA transition has marked the birth of a
new vision for the global users, the dawning
of a new era. This move is a great milestone
for the internet community as it gives room for
the multi-stakeholders to have a clear chance
in the development and implementation of
internet governance policies among others.
Meeting the needs of the global users by giving
the stewardship of the IANA functions to
the global Internet Community depicts a
bottom up relationship. The disassociation
of the coordination and management of the
Internet’s unique identifiers from the US
government marks the age of transparency/
openness. The clearly increased rate of
internet users globally will and should
appreciate this move as it marks a more open,
free-to air relation. An act of significance
as it proves the need for a private sector that
can adopt, evolve and catch up with the fast
moving pace of technology, internet being
inclusive hence ICANN.”

STEVE CROCKER
CHAIR, ICANN BOARD OF DIRECTORS
No one expected addressing and naming to be
either difficult or contentious. Close to fifty
years ago, when the early network visionaries
focused on transforming computer-tocomputer communication and opening up an
untold range of applications, no one paid any
attention to the “minor” details of addressing
and naming. As the Internet exploded in the
1990s. the naming system had become a
very big deal. The small and fairly informal
process Jon Postel had been carrying out on
behalf of the community needed a more formal
structure. ICANN was born in late 1998
with the explicit task of housing the IANA
function. The U.S. Government intended to
oversee ICANN’s execution of the IANA just
temporarily. “Temporarily” was estimated to
be about two years. Eighteen years later, the
U.S. Government has finally stepped back
from its role of overseeing ICANN. We – and
by “we” I mean the entire global Internet
community – are now in charge of the system.
It is both nothing and everything. Internet
users saw no change in the operation of the
Internet when the IANA contract came to
an end. On the other hand, we have now
embarked on a whole new phase in governance
of identifier system of the Internet. I think
we’re in very good shape, but I wonder what
our successors say 20 and 50 years from now.

C H R I S T I A N DA W S O N
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The IANA function was an impractical, ineffective tool for exerting ICANN
accountability. NTIA saw opportunity for reform in exchange for a power they could
never use. As a bonus, doing so strengthened the multistakeholder model by ensuring
equal balance of power among Internet stakeholders. Multilateral forces do want to
control, fracture and fragment the Internet - and this made their job exceptionally
harder. The best part of the whole process was (and always is) the community, who
insisted on the CCWG, which continues to effectively insert accountability measures
throughout the ecosystem. The IANA stewardship transition is a grand bargain, that
has already led us to a stronger, safer and more secure Internet.

UNIVERSAL
ACCEPTANCE

NOTE:

This article was
provided by UASG
Universal Acceptance
(Steering Group).

HOW TO GET THE NEXT BILLION ONLINE:
B E PA R T O F T H E F I G H T F O R U N I V E R S A L AC C E P TA N C E
3.2 billion people are online worldwide, according to the International Telecommunication Union (ITU),
and around 45 percent of all households have access to the Internet. Despite these impressive figures, it has
only been recently since people with languages based on non-Latin alphabets have started being able to use
the Internet to its fullest extent in their mother tongue. This is a result of the Domain Name System (DNS)
supporting non-ASCII characters in domain names, more specifically support for Unicode characters in
internationalized domain names (IDN) and e-mail address internationalization (EAI).
Though Internationalized domain names and e-mail addresses now exist
for multiple languages and alphabets – e.g. Han, Cyrillic, Hangul, Thai,
Arabic, Hebrew and Greek – help is still needed from the community
to bring the rest of the systems that touch the Internet up to modern
standards, to achieve what is now known as Universal Acceptance.
To achieve Universal Acceptance, Internet applications and systems
must treat all TLDs in a consistent manner, including new gTLDs and
internationalized TLDs. Specifically, they must accept, validate, store,
process and display all domain names.
A large portion of the software and systems that the Internet relies
upon today are not yet compliant with the standards of Universal
Acceptance. Not all online portals are primed for the opening of a
user account with one of these new e-mail addresses. While filling
out online forms, Top-level domains that exceed the previous
standard length of two or three characters and e-mail addresses
that are based on unicode are not always accepted. To give you one
example: Over 90% of all websites tested accept our ASCII@newfour-character-TLD, but less than 5% accept our unicode@idn.idn!

UNIVERSAL ACCEPTANCE
STEERING GROUP WORKSHOP
T h u r s d a y, N o v e m b e r 3
09:00 - 13:45
Room: G.01/02

UNIVERSAL ACCEPTANCE

The Universal Acceptance Steering Group (UASG) is an Internet
STEERING GROUP WORKSHOP
community initiative that was founded in February 2015 and tasked
S u n d a y, N o v e m b e r 6
with undertaking activities that will effectively promote the Universal
15:15 - 16:30
Acceptance of all valid domain names and email addresses. The group
R
o
o
m
: Hall 4 (GAC)
is made up of members from more than 120 companies (including
Apple, GoDaddy, Google, Microsoft and Verisign), governments and
community groups. The UASG receives significant financial and administrative support from ICANN.
Internet Service Providers are one of the cornerstones of the Internet Industry. Every e-mail, every request to show a
website passes your systems on the application level. This is why the UASG is encouraging you to get all of your
systems UA-ready and we seek your support to accomplish the UASG´s mission. A big first step would be to create a
clearer picture of the status quo: How many UA issues do you, your engineers and your support staff receive per day,
week or month? Share your experience with us and the industry. The UASG is working on an issue logging system to
gather, structure and aggregate information to direct your and our resources in the right direction.
We are particularly looking for ISPs to get involved not only from North America and Europe but from other parts of
the world where internationalized domain names and e-mail addresses based on non-Latin scrips are more common.
The UASG has developed core documentation to support your efforts and to help developers getting their tools and
programming languages UA-ready.

Make a difference. Get involved.
WWW.UASG.TECH
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PUBLIC TECHNICAL
IDENTIFIERS (PTI)

WHOIS & NEXT-GEN RDS

The “Post-Transition IANA” organization, or Public Technical Identifiers (PTI), was formed on 11
August 2016 to become the new IANA Functions Operator following the IANA Functions Stewardship
Transition, which successfully took place on 01 October 2016. It was incorporated as a separate legal
entity and affiliate of ICANN. To ensure a smooth transition, the existing employees of the IANA
department transitioned into a role at PTI to perform the IANA Functions. PTI also consists of five board
members, three of which are appointed by ICANN and two by the Nominating Committee starting in 2017.
PTI is granted the right to perform the IANA Naming function through the Naming Function Agreement with ICANN.
Creating a separate legal entity, rather than maintaining IANA as a department of ICANN, had several benefits. It allowed
for a contract between PTI and ICANN allowing potential separation through non-renewal of the contract if necessary, and
it maintains a clear and functional separation between the policy development and the implementation of the policy.
To ensure coherence of the IANA Functions and overall operational logistics, PTI also performs the IANA functions relating
to the numbering registry and protocol parameter registry through subcontracts with ICANN who has direct agreements
with the number and protocol communities. ICANN also subcontracts to PTI the responsibility to fulfill ICANN’s
obligations under the Root Zone Maintainer Agreement (RZMA) with Verisign and to monitor Verisign’s performance of its
obligations.
In addition to the Naming Function Agreement and the subcontracts for the naming, protocol and RZMA related services,
ICANN and PTI entered into a Services Agreement which sets forth the role that ICANN plays in the composition of the
staff and board, as well as ICANN’s provision of services and resources to PTI.
To replace the now historical oversight role of the NTIA, the Customer Standing Committee (CSC) was formed. The CSC
will ensure satisfactory performance of the IANA naming function as it relates to the direct customers of these services
by analyzing monthly performance reports. Additional oversight will be provided by an IFR process, which is empowered
to conduct periodic and special reviews of the IANA naming functions. In extreme circumstances, a Special IFR can
determine the need for a separation of ICANN and PTI and recommend that a working group be established to review the
issues and recommend the next steps.

WHOIS hasn’t changed much since it’s conception in the early 1980’s, but the Internet
certainly has. WHOIS was originally established as a directory of contact information for
anyone using the ARPANET. As things evolved and the Internet became a global, commercial
resource, the usage of WHOIS changed dramatically, but the protocol itself remained mostly
unchanged. Consequently, it has become a source of perennial debate and discussion.

WH Y I T M AT T ER S
In 2012, the WHOIS Policy Review Team (WHOIS RT) released its final report, which included 16 recommendations
to ensure that WHOIS policy and implementation is effective, meets the legitimate needs of law enforcement and
promotes consumer trust. Among the most pressing issues that have come to the forefront are accuracy, privacy,
privacy/proxy services, purpose and access, among other things.
Many of these have been addressed at some level, but the community is still seeking comprehensive reform to
provide a solution that adequately addresses all of the major concerns around WHOIS.

A C C U R A C Y has always been considered important. If the purpose of the system is to enable others to contact
the registrant, it is important that the provided contact details are correct. During the ARPANET days if
a node failed, it was important to be able to contact the administrator. Now, it is important to a variety of
stakeholders such as law enforcement and others who seek to prevent domain abuses.
P R I VA C Y , as it relates to the Internet, is becoming an increasingly important subject and
WHOIS policy is no exception. The evolution of the purpose of WHOIS has changed, being
used for both legitimate and malicious reasons.
P R I VA C Y A N D P R O X Y S E R V I C E S have partially been a response to the privacy concerns
inherent to the WHOIS system, enabling domain name registrants to keep their personal
information private by providing the services information in its place to meet ICANN
requirements.

Ultimately, it was a smooth transition and the vast majority of people had no idea that this transition occurred. The DNS is
as secure, stable, and resilient as ever.

IETF

IETF MoU &
Supplemental
Agreement

ICANN

RIR SLA

RIRs

P O L I C Y WO R K

P U R P O S E , as it relates to WHOIS, is a complicated issues. A
wide variety of stakeholders use WHOIS for different reasons,
nearly all of which differ from its originally intended purpose.
In 2012, the Security and Stability Advisory Committee (SSAC)
issued a response to the WHOIS RT’s report, underlining the
importance of “understanding the purpose of domain name
registration data” before a comprehensive solution can be found.

After the WHOIS RT’s Final Report and the SSAC’s response in 2012, the ICANN Board resolved to take a twopronged approach: 1) enhancing existing policies 2) reexamining the purpose of domain name registration data and
considering safeguards for that data.

Protocol Parameters
Function SubContracting Agreement

Naming Function
Contract

Inter-Company
Agreement

PTI
9

RZMA Subconract
Agreement

Numbers Function
Sub-Contracting
Agreement

On Track 1, the majority of the work has been completed, including issues relating to compliance, accuracy,
access, and internationalization. Remaining issues include the implementation of policies relating to Thick WHOIS
and Privacy/Proxy Accreditation.
On Track 2, the Policy Development Process on Next-Generation gTLD Registration Directory Services to Replace
Whois (RDS PDP) is in Phase 1, in which it will identify the fundamental requirements for registration data and
determine if the requirements can be met by WHOIS or if a Next-Gen Registration Directory Services (RDS)
is necessary. Phase 2 will recommend policies to meet the requirements of Phase 1 and Phase 3 will create
10
implementation and coexistence guidance for the policies outlined in Phase 2.

ACRONYM
ABC’S
SOURCE:
ICANN.ORG/RESOURCES/PAGES/GLOSSARY-2014-02-03-EN

THIS LIST HAS BEEN OFFERED BY
THE FOLLOWING ORGANIZATIONS:

AfriNIC
ALAC
APNIC
ARIN
ASO

AT-LARGE ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Comité Asesor At-Large
THE ASIA PACIFIC NETWORK INFORMATION CENTRE
Centro de Información de Redes del Pacifico Asiático
AMERICAN REGISTRY FOR INTERNET NUMBERS
Reg. Norteamericano de Números de Internet

3.

A nation’s home online

1.

Resolve disputes less rapidly

4.

If a tree had an advisory committee

2.

The body for the people of North America

6.

The new IANA

4.

A club for sellers

COUNTRY-CODE TOP LEVEL DOMAIN
Dominio de Alto Nivel con Código de País

8.

Just your generic Supporting Organization

5.

Your go-to resource for ICANN

DMLA

DOMINIOS LATINOAMERICA
Dominios Latinoamérica

9.

Opposite of At-Small Advisory Commtitee

7.

Our type of society

DNS

DOMAIN NAME SERVER
Sistema de Nombres de Dominio

11.

Representing the people of Europe

10.

Not an Acronym

GAC

GOVERNMENTAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Comité Asesor Gubernamental

14.

Selecting the leaders

12.

Working to empower all domains

17.

Gobernanza de Internet

13.

The only RIR with IPv4 left in free pool

18.

Follow their protocol

15.

To the right of the dot

19.

Addressing en Español

16.

Can you do it?

20.

What comes after version 5... wait, what
happened to version 5?

21.

Finally free

GENERIC NAMES SUPPORTING ORGANIZATION
Organización de Apoyo para Nombres Genéricos

gTLD

GENERIC TOP LEVEL DOMAIN
Dominio Genérico de Alto Nivel

IANA

INTERNET ASSIGNED NUMBERS AUTHORITY
Autoridad de Números Asignados en Internet
INTERNET CORPORATION FOR ASSIGNED NAMES AND NUMBERS
Corporación para la Asignación de Nombres y Números en Internet

IDNs

INTERNATIONALIZED DOMAIN NAMES
Nombres de Dominio Internacionalizados

TWITTER @SSIGLAC
FACEBOOK & LINKEDIN
South School on Internet Governance

IETF

INTERNET ENGINEERING TASK FORCE
Grupo de Trabajo en Ingeniería de Internet

IP

INTERNET PROTOCOL
Protocolo de Internet

ISOC

THE INTERNET SOCIETY
Sociedad de Internet

ISP
LACNIC
PDP
The web portal for the Internet Industry
in Latin America and the Carribean

RIPE NCC

TWITTER @dominioslatam
FACEBOOK Dominios Latinoamérica
LINKEDIN Grupo Dominios Latinoamerica

RIR
SO
SSAC

ORGANIZED BY

DOWN

ccTLD

Educating the future leaders
of internet governance

WWW.DOMINIOSLATINAMERICA.CO

ACROSS

ADDRESS SUPPORTING ORGANIZATION
Organización de Apoyo Para Direcciones
COUNTRY-CODE NAMES SUPPORTING ORGANIZATION
Organización de Apoyo Nombres de Dominio con Código de País

ICANN

WWW.GOBERNANZAINTERNET.ORG

A C R O N Y M CROSSWORD

ccNSO

GNSO

SSIG
TLD
UDRP
W3C
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THE AFRICAN NETWORK INFORMATION CENTER
Central Africano de Información de Redes

WIPO

NOTE: While all of the acronyms in this crossword are important players and concepts in the internet space, not
all of them are listed in our acronym list at left.
1
2

3

4

INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDER
Proveedor de Servicios de Internet
LATIN AMERICA AND CARRIBEAN INTERNET ADDRESSES REGISTRY
Registro de Direcciones de Internet Latinoamericano y del Caribe

5
8

6
10

9

POLICY DEVELOPENT PROCESS
Proceso de Desarrollo de PolIticas

11

RESEUX IP EUROPEENS
RIR de Europa y Medio Oriente
REGIONAL INTERNET REGISTRY
Registro Regional de Internet

13

15
16

17

17

19

SOUTH SCHOOL ON INTERNET GOVERNANCE
Escuela del Sur de Gobernanza de Internet
TOP LEVEL DOMAIN
Dominio de Alto Nivel

12

14

SUPPORTING ORGANIZATION
Organizaciones de Apoyo
SECURITY, STABILITY, AND RESILIENCY ADVISOR COMMITTEE
Comité Asesor de Seguridad y Estabilidad

7

20
21

UNIFORM DISPUTE RESOLUTION POLICY
Política Uniforme de Resolución de Disputas
WORLD WIDE WEB CONSORTIUM
World Wide Web Consortium
WORLD INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ORGANIZATION
Organización Mundial de Propiedad Intelectual
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VISUAL EDITOR

AN E ASY WAY TO CONT RI BUTE

Dive right into creating or editing any page on ICANNWiki,
using the site’s easy-to-use Visual Editor!
Brave souls who wish to dive deeper into wiki code will also find a robust wiki-editing tutorial on WWW.ICW.INK/LEARNVIDS.

Begin by setting up an account at icw.ink/acctrequest, decide on a topic to write about, and then:
CREATE A NEW ARTICLE

EDIT AN EXISTING ARTICLE

FORMAT & STYLE

LINKS & REFERENCES

- TEXT: Click the arrow on the “A” icon to bold, italicize,
or underline.

- INTERNAL LINKS: Highlight the word or page you wish
to link, click on the “link ( )” icon. Fill out the box
which appears.

Click “CREATE” instead of “CREATE SOURCE”.

- HEADERS: Click the arrow on “PARAGRAPH” to add a
header or make other sub-headings.
- LISTS: Click the arrow on the “bullet (•)” icon to select
from numbered or unnumbered lists.

Click “EDIT” instead of “EDIT SOURCE”.

- REFERENCE: Click “CITE”, select “BASIC”, and type the
title of your reference and the date it was retrieved.
Then highlight the title and hit the “link ( )”icon, to
enter the URL for the reference.
- REFERENCES SECTION: Use the “HEADER” option to add a
“REFERENCES” section to the end of a page.

ICANNWiki is happy to announce that
we are attending the IGF in
Guadalajara, Mexico this December!
Going to the IGF is a big next step for our
organization, and we have a few exciting events
planned ahead, including two workshops in
collaboration with Dominios Latinoamerica,
South School on Internet Governance,
and ISOC Argentina. These panels will focus
on multilingual internet governance content and
multicultural/multistakeholder capacity building.

To practice what we discuss on each
of these workshops, we will also
hold a short Edit-a-thon to acquaint
ourselves with the unique learning
needs of the IGF community.
Stay tuned for more information on
our booth location, workshop details
and much more!

WWW.INTGOVFORUM.ORG
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